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Dear Panel Members:

On April 13, 2007, USADA sought "the immediate intervention of the Panel, as

detailed below, because the conduct ofMr. Landis and his advisors has reached
a level that we respectfully submit threatens the integrity of the adjudication

process." As the Panel will recall, USADA's letter concerned Respondent
selectively leaking documents to the press in order to create favorable media
stories, while at the same time holding USADA to a confidentiality obUgation.

The Panel will also recall that USADA's April 13th correspondence referenced

the concern raised on the February 23, 2007, conference call with the Panel that

someone on Respondent's team had potentially shown discovery documents to

Michael Hiltzik of the Los Angeles Times.

Unfortunately, it is now clear that the conduct that prompted USADA's
previous submission has continued unchecked. The directives of the Panel with
respect to the Motion in Limine requesTofRespondent were released yesterday
to Mr. Hiltzik, and to NBC.Com Attaehed^s ExhibitArisMr. HUtzik's article

^

Matthew S. Barnett matthew.barnett@hro.com
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indicating that not only had he been provided with Mr. Campbell's Dissent and
Mr. Bnmet's response, but it is also clear that discovery documents were also

provided to Mr. Hiltzik. Hiltzik writes: "Documents provided to Landis by
USADA indicate that LNDD was forced to reverse itself in at least one other

case in 2006 because it mishandled an innocent athlete's sample. . . . The
documents provided to Landis' attorneys appear to be identical to several that

were made pubhc last year... ." Further, Hiltzik quotes from Mr. Campbell's

dissent and makes it clear that he received copies ofMr. Brunet's e-mail.

("According to an e-mail to the parties made available to the Times. . . . ")

Similarly the NBC.com article (attached as Exhibit B) quotes from all three of

the Panel's directives on this issue and refers to documents "obtained Tuesday

byNBCSports.com."

Accordingly, it is now clear that the media were provided with not only the

orders of the Panel, but also with the documents produced during discovery in

this case. The documents that were apparently provided to the media are

attached as Exhibit C. Importantly, these documents are stamped

"CONFIDENTL\L" and discuss cases involving other athletes.

While Mr. Suh attempted to argue to the Panel in his April 17th submission,

that he was not prevented from sharing correspondence in this case, USAD

A

has always maintained that the Panel's earher orders did not allow the parties to

unilaterally decide to release pleadings, correspondence and the directives of

the Panel publicly. There can be no dispute that the Panel has been expressly

clear that documents produced in discovery were not to be disclosed publicly:

"In fiirtherance of the foregoing decisions, the Panel orders the parties to keep

all docviments confidential disclosed through the process of document
discovery." (Procedural Order No. 1 at Paragraph 29.)

#173074 vl
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Procedural Order No. 2, in response to Respondent's previous actions in

providing documents to Mr. Hiltzik, further clarified the obligations of the
parties:

In further support ofthe above quoted matters dealt with in

Order No. 1 it is now apparent that it would be both advisable

and necessary that there be some additional directions to

augment and supplement those directions already found in Order

No. 1 . Therefore, the Panel directs that the parties' briefs,

transcripts of the proceedings and procedural orders may not

become public sooner than the first day of arbitration currently

scheduled for 14 May 2007. Furthermore all of the foregoing

confidentiality provisions are to be kept confidential by all

persons who may have access to them by virtue of their

consulting, agency or other relationship with the parties.

Procedural Order No. 2 at paragraph 7 (emphasis added).

It is now clear that ifMr. Hiltzik and NBC.com were provided the Panel's

orders and the discovery documents by anyone connected to Mr. Landis that

there has been a bold and egregious violation of the Panel's previous Orders.

USADA respectfully requests the Panel's consideration of the following points:

•

•

The documents in question were only provided to Respondent and Panel

Members.

The Panel's Orders were only provided to the Parties.

• Mr. Hiltzik' s access to Respondent's team is well estabhshed.
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• After the first release of witness names to Mr. Hiltzik by Respondent'

s

team, Mr. Suh indicated that the release had occurred because there

were "public relations folks involved in the case" and indicated that he

would take personal responsibility for ensuring that "everybody

involved abides by whatever concerns the Panel has." (See Transcript,

145:6-146:19.)

• Mr. Landis's public relations consultant, Mr. Henson is quoted in the

NBC.com article.

• The release of information related to the case in order to create press

headlines is entirely consistent with Respondent's conduct throughout

this case.

• The documents could only have been provided by the Panel, USADA or

Respondent.

• The professional conduct of the Panel in this proceeding is beyond
question.

• USADA has no motivation to release these documents. Instead,

USADA has adhered to the requirement ofnot commenting on this case

in the press, a fact that does not appear to be in controversy.

USADA' s is concerned that there may be an effort underway to question the

professionalism of the Panel in a transparent effort to compromise the integrity

of these proceedings. To the extent that effort is underway, such conduct is

clearly a personal affront to the character and professionalism of each of the

Panel Members and every other professional involved in this process.

#173074 vl
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Thank you in advance for your prompt consideration of this matter.

Very truly yours,

Matthew S. Bamett

MSB

Enclosures

cc w/encs: Ms. Carmen Frobos (via electronic mail)

Maurice M. Suh {via electronic mail)

Howard Jacobs, Esq. (via electronic mail)
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Infighting revealed in Landis doping case
Cyclist's arbitrator is excluded from deliberations on key ruling by two others on panel weighing doping
allegations, raising fairness issues.

By Michael A. Hiltzik

Times Staff Writer

7:10PMPDT,May8,2007

In a sign of a widening split on the arbitration panel overseeing the doping case against cyclist

Floyd Landis, two of the arbitrators, including the one representing the prosecutors in the case,

excluded Landis' arbitrator from their deliberations in a key ruling last week.
'

The excluded arbitrator. Bay Area attorney Christopher L. Campbell, vehemently protested in a
written dissent that the others had not informed him they intended to confer on the matter before

they issued the ruling May 1

.

The "unprecedented and entirely inappropriate" action, Campbell wrote, "sends a clear message
that the majority is unwilling to hear and consider valid arguments regarding a dispute."

Experts in arbitration law said Tuesday that the exclusion of one party's arbitrator from any
deliberation is highly unusual and could raise doubts about the panel's commitment to fairness. "It's

perplexing why the panel would not want to make sure every ounce of due process was afforded to

Landis," said Robert G. Bailey, an arbitration expert at the University of Missouri School of Law.

But it is unclear whether that would be enough to persuade a civil coiut to review the case if the

panel's ultimate decision goes against Landis.

Landis, the winner of the 2006 Tour de France, was charged with doping when a urine sample he
provided during the race tested positive for the illicit administration of testosterone. He faces a two-
year suspension and the loss of his Tour title if the charge is upheld by the arbitration panel and
after an appeal.

The case is being prosecuted by the United States Anti-Doping Agency under the authority of the
World Anti-Doping Agency. Besides Campbell, the arbitrators are Richard McLaren, a Montreal
attorney appointed by USADA, and Patrice Brunet, a London, Ontario, attorney who was selected

by McLaren and Campbell as the neutral arbitrator. None of the three would comment.

The dispute in the high-profile case has erupted as the panel prepares to take testimony at a hearing

starting May 14. And it comes as Landis' attorneys step up their public attack on the integrity and
competence of the Paris anti-doping lab that tested the sample imderlying the doping charge. The
core of the cyclist's defense is that the lab, known as LNDD, mishandled his sample and
misinterpreted his test results.

http://www.latimes.com/sports/la-sp-landis9may09, 1 , 1 48496,print.story 5/8/2007
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Documents provided to Landis by USADA indicate that LNDD was forced to reverse itself in at

least one other case in 2006 because it had mishandled an innocent athlete's sample.

According to the documents, the lab withdrew its finding that a competitive swimmer had doped
with the steroid mesterolone after it discovered that the athlete's sample had been contaminated by
steroids in another sample tested the same day. WADA rebuked the lab, demanding that it take
corrective action.

The documents provided to Landis' attorneys appear to be identical to several that were made
public last year by an anonymous source who had allegedly hacked into the lab's computers.

USADA'S delivery of the documents in the swimmer's case indicates that those, at least, are

genuine.

At issue in the arbitrators' dispute are the results of tests of seven samples of Landis' urine taken at

various points during the 2006 Tour de France. Unlike the sample that is the basis for the doping
charge, these initially tested clean. USADA had asked the arbitrators' permission to test the samples
again at the French lab.

Although Landis objected, the arbitrators ruled 2 to 1, with Campbell dissenting, to allow the

further testing. But they also ruled that Landis could send his own experts to witness the procedure.

Landis says USADA officials routinely prevented his experts from witnessing all facets of the
retesting last month, however. Accordingly, his lawyers asked the arbitrators to rule the results

inadmissible as evidence. The arbitrators instructed both sides to submit written briefs by May 1

.

Campbell says that within hours of receiving the final brief, McLaren and Brunet privately drafted

a ruling rejecting Landis' motion "without notice to me, my knowledge, or inclusion." He said he
received the ruling by e-mail, as did the attorneys for Landis and USADA.

According to an e-mail to the parties made available to The Times, Brunet said he later informed
Campbell that he had been excluded because Landis had merely ask the arbitrators to clarify their

original order allowing the retests. Because Campbell did not join in the original order, Brunet
argued, he had no right to participate.

Arbitration experts surveyed by The Times called that viewpoint novel but could not say whether it

might lead ajudge to invalidate any final ruling in the cyclist's case. Courts tend to give arbitrators

great leeway to make their own rules, they said.

Even if Brunet's rationale were sound, said Stephen J. Ware, an arbitration expert at the University

of Kansas, "best practices are that you should give the third arbitrator an opportunity to participate,

just so you don't have questions after the fact."

michael. hiltzik@latimes.com
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Arbitrator calls ruling in Landis case
'inappropriate'

By Alan Abrahamson
NBCSports.com

An "unprecedented and wholly inappropriate" pre-hearing ruling in Floyd Landis'

doping case, according to one of the three arbitrators in the matter, "violates the

notion of fundamental fairness" and should give Landis "cause for concern."

The blistering dissent, issued IVIay 3 by arbitrator Christopher L. Campell and
obtained Tuesday by NBCSports.com, follows a ruling issued just two days earlier

by the two other arbitrators in the case. The May 1 ruling, the latest in a sequence of

complex legal and technical matters, relates to an ongoing dispute over expert

review of the retesting of certain Landis urine samples.

The two other arbitrators, panel Chairman Patrice Brunet and Richard McLaren,
issued the May 1 ruling without consulting Campbell, as Campbell's dissent and an
e-mail issued later by Brunet make clear - a move that raises questions of

collegiality and, perhaps, more.

In his dissent, Campbell said the action "sends a clear message that the majority is

unwilling to hear and consider valid arguments regarding a dispute," adding that it

also "undermines the integrity" of the process.

The U.S. Anti-Doping Agency has accused Landis of doping in last year's Tour de
France, alleging that he tested positive after the 17th stage of the 2006 Tour for an
elevated testosterone to epitestosterone level. If found liable, he would be stripped

of his Tour title and face a two-year suspension.

It remains unclear if the matter will affect or delay Landis' hearing, due to begin next

Monday at Pepperdine University in Malibu, Calif. The disclosures Tuesday marked
an unexpected turn in a case that has for months been litigated so aggressively it

has at times seemed more a complex business dispute than a sports doping case. It

also underscored a transparency atypical in most such sports doping matters.

USADA officials could not be reached Tuesday for comment. Michael Henson,
Landis' spokesman, said the ruling "casts a shadow on the fairness of the

proceeding." But he also said, "We just don't know if there's any recourse."

The issues that gave rise to the May 1 ruling and May 3 dissent revolve around the

retesting of seven Landis urine samples from the 2006 Tour.

These, in doping parlance, are known as "B" samples. An athlete's urine is divided

into two parts, the "A" and the "B." Typically, the "A" sample is tested first; if it shows
irregularities, the "B" sample is then analyzed to confirm ~ or not ~ those
irregularities.

http://www.nbcsports.coni/print/1484190/detail.html 5/8/2007
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Getty Images

It is unclear whether a new ruling will affect

the U.S. doping case against Tour De
France champion Floyd Landis.

Traditionally, a doping case could be made only with positive readings from both the

"A" and "B" samples. But rulings in recent years have given anti-doping authorities

greater leeway to make a case against an athlete based on more than just a positive

test - to present a wide range of evidence that might be relevant.

Accordingly, earlier this year, USADA asked the three-member arbitration panel for

permission to retest the seven 2006 Tour samples, saying it wanted to see whether
a sophisticated test could turn up evidence in those samples of synthetic

testosterone - not to make a positive test, which it could not do without "A" samples,
but with the aim of turning up more evidence that might add weight to the case
against Landis.

The "A" samples, which had turned up negative, were for the most part used up. But
the "B" samples were readily available, at the French anti-doping lab, outside Paris.

The thrust of Landis' defense is that results from the French lab have proven
unreliable. Landis argued that retests, if there were to be any, ought to be done at

UCLA, not in France.

As in all doping cases that go to hearing, the defense picks one member of the

arbitration panel, USADA picks another; the two chosen arbitrators are supposed to

then get together and pick the chairperson. Landis had picked Campbell; USADA,
McLaren. Then, though, they could not agree on a chair; Brunet finally emerged as a

compromise choice.

On March 17, by a 2-1 decision, Campbell dissenting, permission to retest ~ at the

French lab ~ was given. The majority, Brunet and McLaren, said the appointment of

an independent expert ought to allay concerns of procedures at the French lab.

The retesting took place beginning April 16, at the French lab. Meanwhile, an

http://www.nbcsports.com/print/14841 90/detail.html 5/8/2007
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independent expert, whose identity has not been publicly disclosed, was appointed
April 19 to review electronic data files from the Stage 17 tests. It remains unclear
whether that expert is also due to oversee the retesting process. At any rate, no
independent expert appeared at the French lab during the retests.

In a separate but related matter that has proven contentious, a Landis defense
expert was kept out of the lab during the re-tests of three of the seven samples. Not
unexpectedly, the Landis camp took issue with the retesting procedures.

Brunet issued the May 1 ruling rejecting Landis' complaints about those procedures.

It went out by e-mail at 5:12 a.m.; it's not clear what time zone that refers to. At any
rate, USADA had filed its brief on the issue just hours before, Campbell would later

point out. The May 1 order says, among other things, that the majority ruling

permitting retesting did not say the B samples "were to be analyzed in the presence
of the panel's expert" - meaning, apparently, that the expert did not have to be on
hand for the retesting procedures to be considered valid.

How, then, to assure validity? The panel-appointed expert will "advise whether the

lab's methodologies are flawed," and that "represents an adequate protection" to

Landis, according to the ruling.

Campbell, in his May 3 dissent, said he had no idea the ruling was coming; he
learned of it, he said, only when he read his e-mails that morning.

Brunet, in another e-mail sent at 6:13 p.m. on the 3rd, said that the panel has
"always worked collaboratively." In this instance, he said, it "naturally flows that only

the authors can interpret their own statements," and thus only he and McLaren took

part in the May 1 ruling.

Campbell called it a "rush to judgment."

Alan Abrahamson covers the Olympics and the sports world for NBCSports.com.
Considered among the world's leading reporters on the Olympics, he spent 1 7 years
at the Los Angeles Times and has been honored with a number of awards, among
them the 2001 Associated Press Sports Editors' first-place prize for enterprise

reporting and the 2002 National Headliner Award for sports writing. In 2004, he was
named the sole U.S. winner of the International Olympic Committee's "Sport and
Media Award.

"

E-mail: alan.abrahamson@nbcuni.com. Archived stories

http://www.nbcsports.com/print/14841 90/detail.html 5/8/2007
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ANTI-DOPINO
AGENCY
play true

SENT ftVIVMAII-? • mn>rtlon<aindd.com

Montreal, September 1*, 2Q06

Pr. Jacques de CeaurriZf Dlrecteur

Laboratoire National de D^plstage du Dopage
143 Avenue Roger-Salengro,
92290 CHATCNAY-MAIABRY
France

Dear Pr. de Ceaurriz,

The World Antl-Doping Agency has been Iriftjntied-by Uie Ffid^ratlpn Internationale de

Natation, that the re analysis of sample no; sseise (Rapport d'Analyse #28236) did not

canflrm the results of the toltial A sample analysis .inBially returned (Rapport d'Analyse #
28112) as an adverse analytical finding for a metabolite of Mesterolone.

We have taken note of your report to FINA that such rtesults were related to a contamination

of blank urinary samples.

In order to Investigate the nature of this discrepancy, WADA would like to receive ftirlhw

explanations on the nature of thecontamlnaUon.of the blank urine samples, as well as a»

the relevant Information (Documentation packages, Certificates of Analysis, QC results,..)

generated for Oils A sample analysis, and In support of your conduSlons.
,

,

Please send thiis Information to my attention at WADA as soon as pissslble.

Should you need further Information) please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours truly,

Dr. Olivier Rabin
pireaor. Science
World Antl-Doplng Agency

' Worlil Antl-Doping Agency
Stocic Bechance Tower

' 800 Place Victoria

Suite 1700 .

PO Box 120
Montreal (Quebec) H4Z 1B7
Canada

Phone: +1514 904 9Z32
Fax: +1514 9048550

www.wada-9ma'.org
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Chqterwy-Malabry, ie 8 septembre 2006

Dear AA. RABIN,

Olivf^r ftABJflM

5tod^ exchot^e Tower
800 place Wctorla

Suite 1700

PO BOX 120 Montr&l (Qiidbec) H4Z1B7
CANADA

S.::r!L!lr:.'!^'^_™«.4'^^ 20i^/Pl«c« fW h«, „ur a™iyt.«.l

Poge 1 related to the screenirs A^a where a detection windd.for the moin raetcbolite of Atesterolonem metabolite)

'Z^:^^^^^<^^« to the refe^ Of

St^^ir;; :-;^;:.«^'^ "• ^'*«' -^ -«««*^'- •«p— »f

IJe c«,lysis report n» ZBltZ «m e«afall*ed on the basis of this result (page

Kr^' ^"^1
"l;"'

'™' N"?"^- fi"^ bicaose the metabolite monitored

1/2

Tei^i.„
^"^^'^^""^ ^^^"^ Salengro - 92290 ChStenay-Malabry - FRANCE

(lveciibn@iDdd.doin

I>NDD0486
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in

m laooiire the blank urin^jfpom th^ connpuBHon ttep (|>9gei lo to 13);

^f™;^I?^'*ZLt trt,*\''
l?*^ l»1h.,cr«hl„S experiri»at but

OvtrbMte oftS^T ^."'"? "^"^ *""" **» confIrmofiJoqieriment.

«'28a36«»est*,,*e5o.c.^,t,,7,r4:^^^

be<TOethe<J^fhLvH!- r? ^ """"^ "^"^ "^ coKtomlnoted and

3^7irif™°Lth."S ?"" '**^ the «nflr»a«o„ with «n,p1e n'J3/0AI were found t» be free fnm confamlnotlon (|x^ 25 and 26)

Sincerely yours,

2/2
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WDHUD
ANTI-D0P1N6
AGENCY
play true

SBNT 8Y E-MAXL: DlreGt1on(aindd.mp»

Montreal, September IS*, 2006

Pr. Jacques de Ceaurriz, Dlrecteiir
Laboratoire Natfonai de D^plstage du Dopaae
143 Avenue RogerrSalengro, ' ^'

92290 CHAttENAY-MAUSRY '
•'

France

Dear Pr. de Ceaurriz,

•Sis data Se would ali^
to metab61ltfe(s). of mesterdlejne. After careful review of

. SueclKeTto thteS. ^ ^!^ '^^^'*
^f^""^ '« "'•der to ft,Ily understand the

'
S«.n?'',^^'^^

any tnformatlon flnom your Investigation that would address the
.

apparent presence of mesterolone metabolite 2 In the screening data.

"
screen anTi^nfi*rtlfJ'''T^'F^ ^^^ trlggfered

.

the retrospecHve analysis, of thescreen and conflrmatlon data after the adv^rte alialytlcaj finding had been reported.

- Please detail the data review proixiss prior to reporting the A finding.

"

SSIr^tone^'Ssr
^^ ^^^^'^"'^ ProcedureCsVcriterIa In Identifying and reporting a

'
A conStlJnr"'^

^^"'^' "'''°"°^"^ da^ ""« be prbvlded for the screen and the

o ISTD, meterolone Ml, mesterolone M2 chromatograms/spectra for:
" Negative' contr6l(s);; ' '

• Positive control(s) and;
• Sample 336186

'

tetKeeded"^"""*
^"'' '^5°"|"9 '^^'"9 *" ^6 contusion of contaminated blanks

Please send this Information to niy atiiertl6ri at WADA^as soon^ possible;

Should you need further Ihfbrmattpn, pl^ake: do hdt h^slMe to intact me;

Yours truly,

Dr. Olivier Rabin _
Director, Science
World Anti-Doptng Agency

Wortd Antl-Doping Agency
Stock Exchange Tower
800 Place Victoria
Suite 1700
PO Box 120
Mo.ntJeaI (Quebec) H42 1B7
Canada:

Phone; + 1 514 904 9232
Fax: + I 514 904 8650

wvw.vrada-ama.org

I>NDD0488



afld Chftfcnay-MdloBry. the 25th October 2006

piiyTer fiABZN

WAbA ••

Stock exchange Tower
800 place Vfctorla

Suite 1700

PO 80X120 Montreal (Qu&ec)H4ZlB7
CANADA

Dear Doctor Olivier RABIN; .

documents).
sample

89/05_33767t >n reloflwi to Wester<!lone (red

ieve,.dtavtstrei.rd?rco=tr4' '^-^

Bestr^ords,

J!!!!^^!^,^.^'^'^^''"^'^^^''^^

IiIS(DD0489



WORLD
ANTI-DOPINO
AGENCY.
play true

SENTBVe-MAXL: Directlon<ainriri.r/.p)
.
• v;
^ *»

.

.

MbiitFeal, December 09"', 2006

Pr. Jacques de Ceaurriz, Directeur
laboratolre National de D^plstage du Dopaoe
143 Avenue Roger-Salengro,
92290 CHATENAY-MALABRY
France

Dear Pr. de Ceaurriz, -
. .

Sr^tJ^SSS.Ss?SWS^ - ^ -

?uSS7feftr5?mpttoS?3l^^^^^^^ c«,^contamInatJonf™,n sample
(which utlliiK the same neSteeveS??i?rth^^^ ^"^ automated SPE extraction

screen resulte of 336186.
^ ^^"""'^^ ^^^ ^ plausible explanation ftr the

order to ftillyunder^'d the SiljreS??^^^^ '^^'^'"^ furtfier Infomiatlon In

"
Simrn'SlSf ^"^If '^^^ ''^^'^ ^^^- Irtvestliatlbft addre^ed the crosscontaminaton In the A confirmation, espetally cooslde^^a that th^

. , rofbSVi^ldSS?""^*'''"'^^'^"'^'"^^^^

" InteSScen^ttK^^ ^?»?^ '^ conflrmatlon seemed to Identify an

rf»rt!i«»
'^'=6'^ retention time. Did this interference have any Influence in the

. 2?£t,on?a^r
'^''^' "^ ""' °'^«'"=' reyiews%We scrferl^^Sd

World Anti-Doping Agency
Stodt Bcchange Tower
800 Place Vfctoria
Suite 1700
PO Bwi 120
Montreal (Quebec} H4? 187

. Canada

Phone: + 1 514904 9232 ~, , -
Fax: »• 1 514 904 8650 T^i ,IM

www.wada-ams.org

I>NOD0490



laboratories. W WADA i^h2Lf«S ,r'*'°'^'>' ^correctfY? actions taken by the
tempbtebefillS ouftanlJ^SS^'if^^^ attached report

detail the coaJXeSirormsSfiSLe't^^^^ 'S?"**" ^ ^^"^ InvestlgaHon. PiSse
Is strongly co>«Kd that uTeKeSa^H^^Il S?J^'^

^^ari^ln ,the attached.form. K
the screen and conWSn shSS bfaSSJSS?

'^^^^^ metabolites of meste«,tone In

Please send the requested Informatloh to my attention at your earilest convenience.

Should you ^eed further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours truly,

_^
Dr. Olivier Rabin
Director, Science
World Antl-Doplng Agency

:l ,-.

I. -,

. .1 .!. I
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^^ ChStenay-Malabry, the 15th December 2006

TRANSMISSION DE TELCCOPIE

ixeidiSem::

J. de CEAURRIZ
Dlrecteur du Dfipartement des Ananlyses

Tr6l
: +33 (0) 1.46.60.28.69

Fax
: +33 (0) 1.46.60.30.17

e-mail
: dIrectlori@lndd.com

fieSJ^Qa^irg:

O, RABIN .

OraanisnuA r

AMA

Esa i 00.1.514.904.87.69

Noml>re de pages y cbrppris certe-d : 4

Dear Dr. RABIN,

aS'Jar.So'!?„^^^aZ^s;vLir«;™^^ ^ ^ "--^

Best, regards,

Www.arw.f*' 143. avenue Rogw-Salenaw 92290 ChMenajf-Malabry I r& *33 10)1 4*60 28 68
j
Fax : +33 (6)1 48 60 30 17
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WORLD
ANTi-DOPING
AGENCY
playtrue

SENT »Y E-MAIL:
'

; . :

Montreal/, March 1^,2007

Pr. Jacques do CeaurriZfblrect^ur
Laboratolre Nattorial de D^pfetage du Dopage
1^3 Avenue Rofler-Salengro,

"
^ ^

92290 CHATENAY-MAUBRY
France

.
•

DearPr. deCeaurriz,

SSS^s'SSpm^^^and^S^^ »«' been incorporated mto tt,e

be able to We^WfySSu'esSoftolS^^^^^^^^^^ " '^ ^"°>' "^ ««=^"^ ^
Thank you for your fmrrtedlate attention to this matter.

Should, you need further Infcmiatlon, please do ndt hesitate to con4rt me/
^

Yours truly, '
•

Dr. onvlerBabtn
Director, Science
>yorld Antl-ooping Agency

ia}DD0493
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Chatenay-Malabry, the S"* April 2007

Olivier RABIN
WADA
Stx)ck exchange Tower
800 place Victoria-

Suite 1700

cSnTda^^^
Montreal (Quebec) H4Z187

.

".II

Dear Doctor RABIN,

appmprtate remedial action that was announced In the 'WADA p™fl,,„correcBve action report" has been ,„c„,po„ted In our .abo^torys^process as it can be seen from the enclosed laboratory documents.

Sincerely yours.

UID00494


